Four-color and HP photometry is given for early-type stars in the open cluster NGC 6664.
I. INTRODUCTION
This is the fifth in a'series of papers giving intermediate-band photometry for B stars in clusters containing classical Cepheids. The motivation for this project is discussed in the first paper (Schmidt 1980) . The present paper is concerned with the cluster NGC 6664, which contains the 3-day Cepheid EV Scuti. Arp (1958) obtained UBV photometry of stars in NGC 6664 while Kraft (1958) classified the spectra and measured radial velocities for 13 stars in the cluster field. The photometry showed that this cluster is at a distance of approximately 1.5 kpc and that the foreground reddening is highly variable. The radial velocities indicated that the Cepheid EV Sct is a likely member. Its absolute magnitude, as inferred from the cluster distance modulus, also supports its membership. Arp concluded from his UBVphotometry that NGC 6664 is slightly older than the Pleiades. However, Harris (1976) places this cluster in her age group 11, which makes it significantly younger than the Pleiades.
In addition to the Cepheid, NGC 6664 contains about seven red giants. Of these, two are members according to their radial velocities and spectral types. It is likely that at least some of the other five are also members. Additionally, Arp remarked that there are two stars, F and L in his lettering scheme, that seem to be too close to the main sequence for the evolutionary age of the cluster. Both are possible members on spectral grounds but for neither is the evidence strong. It is possible that these stars are blue stragglers and the present photometry should clarify this point.
THE OBSERVATIONS
The photometric study of Arp was used to select stars for the present program. All of the stars he listed with magnitudes brighter than V = 13.2 and with B -V less than 0.75 have been included with only two exceptions, stars A and K. The magnitude limit was imposed by the "Visiting Astronomer, Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory, which is supported by the National Science Foundation under Contract No. AST 74-04128.
availability of large-telescope time and corresponds to an absolute magnitude of about 0.0. The color limit includes all the stars that appear near the cluster main sequence but excludes apparent red giants for which the intermediate-band photometry is less useful. Of the two stars that were omitted, star A is unlikely to be a member on the basis of its spectroscopic parallax and its radial velocity. The spectroscopic parallax of star K indicates that it is a probable member. However, Kraft indicated that it was double lined and thus probably a spectroscopic binary.
There are 15 stars in our sample. Although it would obviously be desirable to have a larger number, this would require observing fainter stars. Given the rather large reddening, the availability of telescope time, and the requirements for accuracy, this was not practicable. However, the sample we have is large enough to yield accurate estimates of the distance modulus and color excess.
The stars that were observed are listed in Table I . The second column gives the spectral type from Kraft (1958) . The visual magnitudes are means of those from Arp and from the present photometry weighted by the number of nights on which they were observed. The mean indices from the present observations are listed in columns 4-6 and 8, while columns 7 and 9 list the number of nights on which a star was observed with the fourcolor filters and with the HP filters, respectively.
The observations were made at Cerro Tololo InterAmerican Observatory between April 1979 and May 1981. The 0.9-m and the 1.5-m telescopes were used with a two-channel photometer. One channel served as i a monitor of the transparency while all the measurements were made through the other channel. Standard four-color and HP filters were used. The observations were referred to the uvbyfl system through the use of secondary standard stars located along the equator. These have in turn been referred to the primary fourcolor and HP standards (Crawford and Mander 1966; Crawford and Barnes 1970) . A complete discussion of these secondary standards is in preparation and will be published elsewhere.
Because this cluster is heavily reddened, we must be concerned about the question of reducing the photo- metry to the standard system. In the case of the HP index, Schmidt and Taylor (1979) have discussed the effects of color on the transformations. For the 1979 observations, we included a color term as they recommend, but for the more recent observations the filter set was well matched and this was not necessary. Among our secondary standards there are a number of highly reddened B stars. Those which were used in the course of the present observations are listed in Table 11 . The mean indices obtained from the nights on which NGC 6664 was observed are also tabulated, together with the number of nights for which each standard was used. These values fit the standard values well and no trends with reddening are apparent. However, the establish---ment of the standard indices poses some difficulty because the primary standards of the four-color system contain no stars that are reddened nearly as much as most of the stars in Table 11 . The question of how close the indices for these stars are to the uvby system will be discussed fully in the paper describing the standards. However, we can perform a preliminary test by deriving their color excesses and comparing them with independently determined values. In column 6 of the It can be seen that the differences (column 9) between the two completely independent estimates of the color excesses of these stars are small and, more importantly show no trend with reddening. We therefore conclude that the four-color photometry of these stars is accurately on the uvby system. Because some of the stars in this cluster are relatively faint for intermediate-band photometry and because the substantial reddening reduces the ultraviolet flux considerably, the internal errors are somewhat higher than has been the case in some other four-color studies. However, the bulk of the stars were observed at least three times so the mean values are accurate enough to be useful. The standard deviations for a single observation are as follows: OF013 for b -y; OF020 for m,; OF030 for c,;
and 0.01 8 for 8.
THE DISTANCE AND REDDENING
In order to apply the four-color and H,B calibrations to the photometric data it is necessary to determine the spectral range in which each star falls. Using the dia- Table I are B stars except one, star I. This agrees with the spectral types given for three of the stars. However, the spectral type given for star G, AOIII, is in conflict with the photometric indices. From its value of mo andB it appears that star G should have a spectral type between B4 and B6. We will therefore treat it as a B star in applying the photometric calibration. For all the stars except I in the table the distance moduli and color excesses have been obtained from the Bstar calibration of Crawford (1978) . For star I, his F-star calibration (Crawford 1975 ) was used. These quantities are listed in the last two columns of Table I . A value of Av/E(b-y) =4.28 was used (Crawford and Mandwewela 1976) in correcting the distance moduli for interstellar absorption. Figures 1 and 2 show several plots of the data from Table I . These diagrams serve to assist in detecting any nonmembers among our sample and to allow the reader to form an impression of the cluster's main characteristics. In Fig. l It is quite obvious that star I is a foreground star on the basis of its distance and its reddening (Fig. 2) . Stars F and J are nearer the main sequence than should be the case based on the remaining stars in Figs. l(a) and l(b) . However, they are in locations that are appropriate for blue stragglers. Since such stars appear to give the correct distance modulus from four-color photometry (see Schmidt 1982a for a discussion of this point) we will retain them in our sample. Star L poses some difficulty in that it is nearly a magnitude fainter than star F, even though its other photometric indices match well. The lower apparent magnitude has caused the distance modulus to lie among the largest of those in Fig. 2 that appear to form the cluster group. Since there is no obvious explanation for its lower magnitude, we will reject it from membership. Star S is located away from the other stars in all three samples and is probably a foreground star. Its rather high reddening is not unreasonable in view of the patchiness of obscuration in this field. Finally, star Q appears to be among the cluster stars in both Figs. l(a) and l(b) but has a higher distance modulus than the cluster stars. We will therefore regard it as a background star.
The mean distance modulus for NGC 6664, with stars I, L, S, and Q omitted, is Vo -M, = 10.69 + 0.38 (standard deviation of one star). The rejection of stars from the cluster is not crucial in determining the distance modulus. For example, if we include all the stars except star I, the mean distance modulus we obtain is 10.74. Therefore, we will adopt as our mean distance modulus 10.7 f 0.1 (standard error of the mean).
The mean color excess of the cluster stars is E (b -y) = 0.556. However, there is a large range from 0.48 to 0.63. The color excesses are correlated with position in the way found by Arp (1958) ; the largest color excesses are found in the western part of the cluster and lines of constant color excess run nearly north-south.
IV. DISCUSSION
Previous values of the distance modulus of this cluster have all been based on the same UBV data, those of Arp. However, they have covered a large range. Becker and Fenkart (1971) give a true distance modulus of 10.33, while Arp obtained 10.8. Sandage and Tammann (1969) rediscussed the distance of this cluster and quote 11.03. These values were all based on the old value of the Hyades distance. They should perhaps be increased by about 0.3 mag in light of recent studies of the Hyades and thus represent a range from 10.6 to 11.3. In his discussion of Cepheid luminosities, de Vaucouleurs (1978) used a more recent distance for the Hyades and obtained a modulus for NGC 6664 of 10.89. Thus it can be seen that the smaller of these moduli are in reasonable agreement with the present value but the larger ones are not.
Our mean color excess for the cluster, Table I against the U -B colors of Arp. This is shown in Fig. 3 . Also shown for comparison are points representing some of the stars in M25, which has a similar reddening to NGC 6664. The UBV data were taken from Wampler et al. (1961) , while the four-color data came from Schmidt (1982a) . It can be seen that both the diagrams exhibit discrepancies from M25 but in opposite senses. Any discrepancy in U -B or u -v will have a relatively small effect on the derived reddenings, but the differences in B -V and b -y between the present values and those for M25 fully account for the different derived color excess. Unfortunately, there is very little photometry of this cluster beyond that of Arp and the present investigation. Roslund (1963) obtained UBVphotometry of two of the stars and his results are in reasonable agreement with Arp. However, neither of these stars was observed in the present program so it is not clear how strong this point is.
For the three B stars in Table I with spectral types, we can derive spectroscopic estimates of the color excesses. These are shown in Table 111 . The standard relations between spectral type (B -Vand U -B ) listed by Johnson (1966) were used to obtain the reddenings given in columns 1 and 2. The mean indices for various spectral types listed by Crawford (1978) were used to obtain the reddening from b -y and c, (columns 4 and 5). It can be seen that both b -y and c, give spectroscopic color excesses in agreement with the photometric values. On the other hand, while the spectroscopic color excesses from B -V agree with the photometric values, those from U -B show serious discrepancies for two of the stars. In other words, the UBVcolors are not consistent with the spectral types.
One final point regarding the difference between the UBVand the uvby photometry is that the uvby data were obtained during four different observing seasons and on some of the same nights as the M25 four-color data. A few were also obtained from Behlen Observatory. A" search of the original data does not indicate any systematic differences among the data from the various observing runs. It is difficult to see how a systematic error of the order of 0.1 mag could occur between this cluster and M25 uniler these circumstances.
It is clear that it would be worthwhile to reobserve some of the stars in this cluster in the four-color system, the UBV system, or preferably both, to check on these discrepancies. Until such an investigation is carried out, we will have to regard the reddening of this cluster as somewhat uncertain.
As Arp pointed out, although there is a large range in the color excess in this cluster, the variation is rather smooth across the face of the cluster and it is possible to interpolate reasonably well to the location of EV Sct. When we do this we obtain a color excess of E (b -y) = 0.55, which corresponds to E (B -V) = 0.75 (for a B star). The scatter about the interpolating line is 0.015 mag and this is likely to be the uncertainty in the color excess of EV Sct.
It appears that this cluster contains two and perhaps three blue stragglers. Stars F and J are clearly hotter 
